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Abstract. Agile software development aims at early and continuous value
delivery. Yet the concept of value in agile development is underdefined and the
meaning can be different for different stakeholders. Successful value delivery
requires continuous collaboration with relevant stakeholders which is a main
challenge in agile development. In fact, most software project failures are caused
by poor communication and misunderstandings between stakeholders. This
position paper discusses the meaning of value for business owners, customers,
users, software developers, and user experience specialists and works towards an
understanding on how to align and articulate value and its delivery in a software
project.
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1 Introduction

Value creation is a continuous process throughout the development life cycle in agile
software development and it can be described as follows. User or stakeholder needs are
frequently written in the user story format: “as a <role> , I want <a goal> so
that <benefit /value>” which captures both the requirement and its value. To create user
stories the development team needs first to identify the relevant stakeholder roles, dig
out what those roles value and what kind of value proposition would then help the team
in trying to make the role happier or solve their problem. Then the team needs to chunk
down those values and needs to the size and format of a user story. Finally, as the last
step before implementation, the created stories are to be ordered based on their business
value which might or might not be in line with the original stakeholder value. After this
the team implements the user story into working software and gets feedback from the
stakeholders for improvement. The development team then grooms and reorders the
stories after each implementation increment when they have learned more about the
stakeholders and their needs. The process is repeated until the customer is satisfied or
the project otherwise comes to an end.

The described process is not straightforward and there are no established guidelines
or tools to support stakeholder value identification and prioritization. In fact, it often
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remains unspoken in teams what value means in the project context [3]. Business value
frequently represents only the most important customers’ point of view and it can differ
from the user value [19]. In addition to business value, the required developer effort
(cost of implementation) has an impact on the order of the user stories. Thus, from the
beginning of the project, there are at least four competing forces – the voice of the
business owner, customer, user and developer - which might all base on conflicting
values.

There are no established means to balance between these values although several
approaches have been presented. Decisions are habitually made based on the business
owners’, product owners’ or customers’ gut feeling. On the other hand, as the process is
iterative and incremental, decisions can and should be made as late as possible with the
then understanding throughout the software lifecycle and improved later when further
information is available. Nevertheless, the concept of value remains often vague as the
project proceeds and a shared idea of value between different stakeholders is rarely
formed [3].

Thus, in a software project, several people can work together towards undefined
value goal which each of them might understand in their own way from their own
perspective. The big picture of the project then becomes blurred from the beginning
and does not improve towards the end either [22]. Moreover, working with different
stakeholders means working with people from various disciplines and backgrounds,
which inherently makes communication more difficult as the used concepts and foci are
different.

This position paper discusses the values and needs of different stakeholder roles and
the assumptions these roles habitually have on other roles. Furthermore, it discusses
how to overcome value conflicts to develop highly valuable software. Section 2 dis-
cusses the concept of value in software engineering. Section 3 presents the five focal
roles (business owner, customer, developer user, and UX specialist) and their needs and
values. Finally, Sect. 4 presents conclusions over this emerging work.

2 Value in Agile Software Engineering

This section discusses the concept of value in agile software engineering literature.
Graeber [6] defines value from three perspectives; in sociological, economic and

linguistic sense as the conception of what is ultimately good in human life, as a
person’s willingness to pay a price for certain product or service benefits and as a
meaningful difference. The three perspectives are relevant to software development as
well. Software engineering aims at enabling the creation of complex computer-based
systems which will meet the needs of users in a timely manner with quality [24]. Thus,
a software system is both “the programs, documents, and data” created during the
development and “the resultant information that somehow makes the user’s world
better” [24]. In general, software developers traditionally have their focus on the
programs, documents and data whereas user experience specialists focus on ensuring
that the resultant information will make the user’s world better. Thus, user experience
specialists’ task is to understand the sociological side of value whereas the business
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owner brings in the economic perspective. As the software project proceeds, each
software increment should bring in a meaningful difference (growth) in value.

The approach where distinct business and user experience specialists bring social
and economic value to the project works in traditional development where developers
implement predefined requirements. However, developers are in a central role in agile
and the development team should be able to make decisions that foster business,
customer and user value as well as technical quality and rapid development. Mul-
tidisciplinarity and cross-functional teams help in rapid decision-making on issues
related to different value types [14]. The developer must learn from other disciplines to
think about economic and societal value and the other internal roles should understand
something about the technical side to make the work effortless and improve the
communication [13, 14]. Also, it is beneficial for the customer to understand about the
economic, technical and user side of the software project to be able to make informed
decisions about the scope of the project, where to have users involved and so forth [19].

In software engineering, value is frequently understood as usefulness, utility, and
importance or as the relative worth or monetary worth of something [3]. These types of
value often necessitate that external stakeholders outside the development team (cus-
tomer, user etc.) assign the value. Thus, the team must learn what the external stake-
holders such as customers and users value during a development project. However,
estimating, calculating, and measuring business value of software delivery is abstruse
[25]. Software is ubiquitous and increasing in size and complexity. For these reasons,
software development decisions have a crucial impact on the value delivery and better
ways to address the value proposition are needed.

3 Stakeholder Views on Value

This section presents value from different stakeholder perspectives. The views mostly
reflect on our own previous research but are also built on other literature. The roles are
according to business to business development where a company orders software from
another company typically for its own internal users who will use the software in their
work.

Business or product owner is the person in the company developing the software
whose main role is to ensure the economic revenue for the developing company but
also to guarantee the customer satisfaction. Business or product owner’s view is on the
business and monetary value of the project for the developing company; how to
maximize the return on investment for the shareholders. The secondary goal is to keep
the customer happy and to build the relationship with the customer. Thus, the product
owner might, for example, drive the development of features that they know are not
useful for the user but which the customer wants for some reason [17, 19]. Sure, some
business owners might want to explain why such a feature would be a bad idea and
suggest a more feasible solution for example, to improve the long-term customer
relationship and trust between the partners. For business owner, it is good to keep in
mind that customer and user values are distinct. Customer does not necessarily know
what the user values although they might say so [16, 17, 19]. Moreover, assessing the
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impact of a business decision on user experience can be beneficial in cases where user
value differs from customer value [17].

Customer is a person from the purchasing company who often manages the
requirements engineering and scoping of the project. Thus, a business customer values a
solution for their problem. Typically, it includes a more efficient, robust, safer, faster,
automated or cheaper approach compared to the current one. It can also be a novel
approach or field for the customer. Software projects are typically mainly negotiated
between the customer and the business or product owner roles. Customer usually selects
the way of working in the project on a high level. They decide whether users are
involved, whether the project is agile and so forth. It is crucial that the person who
represents the customer has the required power of decision to enable fast and agile
decision-making throughout the project. It is also critical that the customer understands
the importance of user involvement and does not think they can decide for the user only
because they understand the business process behind the software being purchased [19].

Software developer designs and implements the software. They value the work
itself [2, 4]. Their goal typically is to build working, technically sophisticated software.
Many developers are motivated by the thought that someone will use the software and
that they are helping other people whereas others are mainly driven by being able to
solve challenging technical problems [21]. Feeling good about the work, being in
control of the development tasks, sense of competence, and being able to work with the
development environment without effort are associated with developers’ motivation
and good developer experience [15, 18]. A pitfall for a developer is to love too much
the technical side of the software and forget about the user or vice versa [17].

User is the person who interacts with the system [11]. Hassenzahl [8] sees user as a
person with multiple hierarchical goals they are to achieve by interacting with a system.
Users have instrumental goals, so called “do-goals”, such as making a phone call.
These instrumental goals can be satisfied with traditional usability properties such as
ease of use, efficiency and usefulness. Hedonic goals or “be-goals” on the other hand
are supported by systems hedonic quality, the perceived ability to self-expression,
competency, autonomy, stimulation, relatedness and popularity. In professional life, the
system’s ability to motivate and create sense of professionalism are indicators of
hedonic quality [20].

User experience specialist is responsible for the social value of the software under
development. Their main goal is to satisfy users’ needs and design for good user
experience. UX specialist is typically the one who ensures that users’ voice is heard
from the beginning and throughout the project. UX specialist diffuses the user value
from what the user is saying or showing. UX specialist is especially responsible of the
hedonic quality of the software since the users cannot express that by themselves.
Moreover, understanding and designing for the hedonic value is difficult without deep
understanding of UX [20]. Thus, the other stakeholder roles are usually not able to do it
although they can successfully learn many other UX tasks [13, 14, 20].
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4 Overcoming Value Clashes

This section discusses practices found in literature that can help the agile team to
identify and create value in a software project.

Business value is characteristically ambiguous and it is difficult to define it accu-
rately in an agile software project [25]. Supporting social interactions between stake-
holders [1] and having value workshops [23] can make it easier to identify value and
form a mutual understanding of it. Even a short workshop between the business owner
and users before writing user stories can help to clarify the project focus and lead to
better economic and user value [16]. Also, different stakeholder roles can be identified
and participated into thinking of what value means for that role. These role-biased
values are then discussed together for example in a value workshop to create a mutual
understanding of the overall business value before starting the actual development. The
mutual understanding can then be groomed later as required.

A software value map [12] can broaden the thinking of value. It presents various
value perspectives such as those of customer, financial, internal business learning and
innovation. Customer value consists of perceived value including usability, reliability,
delivery time and cost and lifetime value including customer revenue and different
sources of cost.

Value points [9] or benefit points [7] can be used to concretize and order identified
sources of value. They are used similarly to agile story points. Whereas story points
measure the required implementation effort of a user story, value points or benefit
points measure its value. For example, numbers 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or Fibonacci series can be
used to evaluate the value. The scale and scoring is arbitrary and subjective and the idea
is not to create absolute value scores but to enable comparing between the importance
of different sources of business value.

As value is not independent from cost, Gillain et al. [5] suggest that value should be
assessed together with cost-estimates. The customer can consider one feature more
valuable than another per se, but if there is a substantial difference in cost, they might
change their opinion. One practical tool for assessing both value and cost is a scale that
takes both value and cost points into account. This encourages to select between
features instead of giving high value points to all of them.

Agile embraces change. The overall value can be unknown when the project starts
and it can be challenging to conceptualize it. Therefore, revisiting and reordering the
sources of value in increment reviews can be beneficial. Also, assessing the ability of
the implemented software to generate expected value can make it easier to focus the
project and in making estimations of the anticipated business value of the future
increments. Continuous customer and user involvement helps in reassessing value as
most of the business value ought to be assigned by external stakeholders [3].

5 Conclusion

This position paper presented views on value identification and creation in agile
business to business software development. Early and continuous value delivery is a
core function of agile software development. However, the value itself often remains
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undefined in agile projects and each stakeholder role might take it as given from their
own perspective. That can lead to misunderstandings and make the project goals
unclear. It can also lead to arbitrary decisions on product scope which may endanger
the delivery of good user experience. This paper presented common pitfalls and
thinking biases different stakeholder roles might fall into if they are not aware of those.
Furthermore, this paper presented practices that can help in the identification and
prioritization of value in agile software projects. Future work includes observing the
value creation process in organizations to generate a sounder understanding of value
sources and conflicts between them.
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